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ISI TOOLKIT
LOW-E – HIGH ON
ENERGY SAVINGS
Optimal Growth

ENVIRONMENTS
FOR ATHLETES

(CAP)*
CERTIFIED ARENA PROGRAMMER
Topics include:
• Role of Arena Programmer
• Learn-to-Skate Classes
• Figure Skating Programs
• Skating Competitions
• Skating Shows & Recitals
• Learn-to-Play Hockey
• Managing Hockey
Leagues
• Hockey Tournaments

iAIM Certifications
Are Now Available
During Annual
ISI Conferences!
(CAO)*
CERTIFIED ARENA OPERATOR

(CAM)*
CERTIFIED ARENA MANAGER

Topics include:
• Role of Arena Operator
• Air Quality
• Building Maintenance & Safety
• Equipment Maintenance &
Operation
• Ice Resurfacer Driver Training
• Ice Installation & Painting
• HVAC & Dehumidification
• Dasher/Glass Maintenance

Topics include:
• Role of Arena Manager
• Marketing & Sponsorships
• Advertising
• Promotions & Special Events
• Managing Public Sessions
• Customer Service &
Retention
• Human Resources
• Computers for
Administration

(CSD)**
CERTIFIED SKATING DIRECTOR

iAIM SPONSORS

Topics include:
• Role of Skating Director
• Competitive Programs
• Human Resources
• Customer Service &
Relationship Management
• Marketing & Promotions
• Hosting Competitions,
Shows & Exhibitions
• Budgeting & Accounting
• Group Classes
• Risk Management

Now you can conveniently earn your iAIM certifications while attending annual ISI conferences.
iAIM students can also attend general conference sessions and activities in addition to their
required certification classes, offering a comprehensive professional development event.
iAIM’s Management, Operations, Programming and Skating Director courses equip students with
the education and confidence to successfully face real-world challenges encountered on the job.
Since 2001, industry professionals have earned 650 iAIM certifications. Join the hundreds of
people who have gained a competitive advantage in the workplace and made themselves more
valuable to their facilities through iAIM certification.

* CAM, CAO and CAP are presented in
three segments, with full certification
earned in three years.
**CSD is offered in its entirety each year.
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ISI MEMBER RECEIVES ASHRAE AWARD

ZAMBONI ACQUIRES FASTICE SYSTEM

ISI member Art Sutherland of
Accent Refrigeration Systems
in Victoria, B.C., received the
top ASHRAE Technology
Award this year for the energy
efficient design of mechanical systems for a new public
facility, the Westhills Arena in Langford, B.C. The
award was presented recently at the ASHRAE
2015 Winter Conference in Chicago.
ASHRAE (American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers)
is the largest international engineering organization representing 53,000 members in 132 nations
and is dedicated to advancing the arts and science of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and
refrigeration to serve humanity and promote a
sustainable world.

The Zamboni Company has acquired Ice
Research, Inc., the inventor and manufacturer of
the FastICE ice making system. The system will
be available as an option through the Zamboni
Company for Zamboni ice resurfacing machines.
Since its introduction in 2002, the FastICE
system has been recognized as a game changer in
the ice-making process. FastICE integrates a precision hydraulic spray unit, which evenly distributes
pressurized water on the ice in fine droplets that
freeze and bond quickly to the ice surface. Water
flow is monitored by an onboard computer, allowing the operator to view live data for speed, spray
thickness and water levels, as well as the arena’s
humidity and temperatures of the ice surface, air
and water. FastICE users report fewer cuts, ruts
and less snow, resulting in a harder and faster
ice sheet, according to Zamboni.

CO N F E R E N C E CO U N T D OW N
It’s almost time for ISI’s
Conference! If you haven’t
done so already, make sure
you check out the attendee
prospectus online. This
year’s event promises to be
educational, informative,
inspiring and loads of fun! The program book
you will receive at registration is available now
at skateisi.org/conference to help you make
your daily session selections.
The DoubleTree by Hilton Boston North
Shore will host this year’s annual event. The
hotel is home to CoCo Key Boston, one of the
largest water parks in New England. Just minutes away is the historic town of Salem where
you’ll find the Salem Witch Museum and the
Peabody Essex Museum, and where you can
take the ferry to Boston. In nearby Gloucester,
considered “America’s oldest fishing port,” you
can hop aboard a whale watching boat to spot
the “giants of the sea.”
EVENT HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
Keynote Address

Keynote speaker Loretta
LaRoche, author of numerous
motivational and humorous
books, is guaranteed to put
everyone in the right frame of
Loretta LaRoche
mind with her uplifting and
witty presentation. An acclaimed speaker and

international stress management consultant,
she uses the power of humor to demonstrate
how it can benefit organizations and employees and improve productivity in the workplace.
LaRoche will present at the opening luncheon,
noon-1:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 26 at the hotel.
iAIM Daily

All four iAIM track offerings
will once again be available at
conference, allowing attendees to earn a third of their CAM certification.
This year’s schedule also features the option of
specially priced one-day certificate courses that
conclude with admission to the ISI trade show
and reception on Wed., May 27.
Frank Carroll to Receive Award;
Present Session

World and Olympic coach
Frank Carroll will be our featured on- and off-ice skating
presenter. During the President’s
Frank Carroll
Reception & Awards Dinner on
Tuesday, May 26 , he will be honored with the
ISI Lifetime Achievement Award.
Education Foundation Cruise

Our 56th annual conference and trade show
will conclude with a sunset cruise on the
Salem Sound from 7:30-9:30 p.m. Thursday,
May 28. The cruise will benefit the ISIA
Education Foundation’s scholarship program.
(See pg. 30).

For additional conference information, go to skateisi.org/conference.
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One Size Fits All??
When it comes to outfitting skaters, is it one size fits all?? Of course not! The
wrong fit will make even the easiest moves difficult. In fact, it could be dangerous.
So it is with rink management and insurance. Are you covered sufficiently? At
the best price and service level? Does your insurance plan fit your business
model? If not, you could be headed for a fall.
Our I.C.E. (Ice Center Evaluation) Program is designed specifically with the rink
owner in mind. Call us to get a free evaluation and benefit from our 100+ years
of combined insurance experience.
Let us help you get the right insurance fit. Then you can focus on your business.

American Insurance
The Right Fit
617-770-9000
Rink Insurance Program underwritten by an A+ Insurance Company

The Couple that Skates Together, Stays Together

Gerry & Debbie Lane
by Eileen Viglione

“When love and skill
work together, expect a
masterpiece.”

~ John Ruskin

1970s: Debbie and Gerry skating
in a show at the Skating Club of
Wilmington Ice Skating Rink in
Delaware. They were Gold Dance
silver medalists at Pacific Coast
Championships in California.

“We have been in the sport
of figure skating all our
lives so it just seems great
that we have been able to
earn a living doing something we both love.”
~ Debbie Lane
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T

o see the truth in this sentiment,
one only has to look to the 33-yearunion of Gerry and Debbie Lane
of South Suburban Parks and Recreation
District in Centennial, Colo. The Lanes
are well known in skating circles, having
spent more than three decades in the
industry — skating, coaching, directing
and volunteering.
Gerry has worked for Suburban Parks
and Recreation District for 23 years and
currently serves as its director of skating,
and Debbie has been coaching there for
21 years.
“We have been in the sport of figure
skating all our lives so it just seems great
that we have been able to earn a living
doing something we both love,” says Gerry.
While some couples may not be able to
interweave their relationship with their
careers, the Lanes thrive on it – they are
still going strong after working together
for 39 years.

“It helps that we are in the same business, since we have crazy hours and some
years quite a bit of travel time,” says Debbie.
“I think if we were married to people outside the business of figure skating, they
may not understand it is not an eighthour-day job. Many times we are still
working when we get home at night.”
Gerry agrees, stating “The biggest
advantage I would say is that being best
friends we can speak honestly to each other
and provide each other with feedback.”
The downside of working together,
however, is that sometimes it’s difficult to
leave their work at the rink.
The couple’s daughter Jamie LaneYoutsey is also a skating coach in the
same facility as her parents. “I believe that
I am a coach today due to their similarities in creating a resilient skater and their
differences in creating a well-rounded
skater,” she says. “My appreciation is
indescribable!”
I S I E D G E S U M M E R 2 0 15

She finds it hard to put into words their
differences in teaching, explaining that
she guesses that her Dad’s approach is scientific, while her mom’s style is technical.
“Now these two descriptions can be interchangeable, but if you’ve ever had a lesson
with them … you would understand.
“My Dad would throw terms out there
that I would have to look up in the dictionary, so I always felt like a smarter skater.
My Mom could really relate in the concept
of a correction; always a cause and effect.
She made me feel like a stronger skater.”
How is the couple similar in their
coaching approach? This question is easy
for Jamie, whom shares that they both
expect every athlete to be honest and hard
working, with a strong moral compass.
“Growing up, school was to always be
my number-one priority and then skating
came after,” she says. “My parents always
say that great athletes usually make great
students. They learn how to manage their
time and work toward a goal at an early age.”
Jamie firmly believes that her parents’
lasting relationships with former students
and families are due to their expectations
of their students. They have never tried to

I S I E D G E S U M M E R 2 0 15

be a friend or a parent to their students;
they were there to be mentors and guide
skaters through the sport, she says, adding
that, ironically, there are so many former
students that appreciated them like a
second set of parents and still call them
close friends.
It’s no surprise that the Lanes’ love
affair with one another goes hand in hand
with their love of skating. Their greatest
joy comes from seeing their skaters progress and share the same infatuation with
the sport. They also value the long-term
relationships they have formed with their
skaters and their families.
The couple has had skaters place
at Junior Nationals, Nationals and
Internationals. They have been to seven
Internationals with skaters representing
the U.S. in ice dancing; the skaters medaled
at four Internationals, including a first
place. They have also been to Junior Grand
Prix and three North American challenges
with a student in singles. Throughout their
39 years of coaching together, they have
instructed 200 USFS skaters through
Gold tests in Figures, Moves in the Field,
Freeskate, Pairs, Dance and Free Dance.

The couple performing in Gold
Dance at the 1974 Lake Placid
Summer Dance Competition.

The Lanes’ greatest joy comes
from seeing their skaters
progress and share the same
infatuation with the sport.
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IMPORTANCE OF ISI

the Test and Standards Committee. She
Debbie and Gerry are strong supporters has volunteered in various roles over the
of both ISI and USFS. “I feel that you need years with the organization, as well as
both programs and that they complement with USFS and PSA.
Debbie uses the ISI program for the
each other when they are administered
development
of skills and the variety
properly,” says Gerry. “Many great skaters
of
movements,
jumps and uncaptured
started their skating careers in ISI before
moves.
“The
explanations
in the handmatriculating to USFS. We offer our ISI
book
are
great
for
each
jump
and spin,”
events in what is typically the off-season
she
says.
“I
use
the
dance
step
sequences
for USFS events in our area. When the
USFS clubs run their competitions our to help prepare my skaters for Moves in
skaters enter their Basic Skills events so the Field.
“The value that ISI presents to skaters
the transition is quite natural.
is
a lifelong participation in the sport. ISI
“Even some of our more advanced USFS
encompasses
the very youngest skater
skaters will enter our ISI events especially
through
Freestyle
10. If there are critics
in the Open events to get the experience
that
claim
ISI
lacks
quality, let them watch
of running their programs and trying their
a
Freestyle
10
test
in progress as I have
new elements. I think the skaters in our
been
fortunate
enough
to have judged.”
ISI program get lots of experience in perWhen
Gerry
began
coaching at the
forming in all the events that ISI provides
former
Ice
Capades
Chalet
in Dallas in
for beginning level skating and then when
1981,
he
had
only
heard
about
ISI. “When
they transition to USFS they are more seaI
first
moved
there,
the
program
seemed
soned and prepared.”
daunting
because
it
was
new
to
me,” he
Debbie is quite active in ISI, servsays.
“I
had
great
mentors
there
that
ing as District 12 representative on the
guided
me
through
the
program
and
I
Board of Directors, vice president of ISIA
came
to
love
it.
We
hosted
many
major
ISI
Education Foundation, State Games of
America (SGA) chair, and as a member of events in Dallas so meeting other coaches

from around the country and hearing how
the program worked in their areas was
really enlightening.”
Gerry currently serves on ISI’s board
of directors as chair of ISI’s Ethics and
Grievance Committee and as PSA representative. He’s also the professional
advisor for the Colorado Skating Club.
He has been a member of the Board of
Directors of USFS, past president of PSA
and the International Professional Skating
Union.
He gives ISI credit for pioneering bi-lateral development of skating skills from the
very beginning. As a member of the USFS
Moves in the Field task force, he looked to
the ISI model to help develop them.
“I think ISI is important because it promotes participation and provides for the
needs and interests of a wide variety of
skaters,” he says. “So many people have a
variety of interests and skating is just one
of the things that they do. USFS can be
very demanding financially and time-wise.
ISI can provide a niche for those skaters
who like to perform but may not have
the means or the time to do so in a USFS
program.”

T h e Indus tr y ’s L e ad ing Ar ena Mana gement Sof twar e Of f ering

Maximize Your Organization’s Potential

Over 900 Installs World Wide!

Maximum
Solutions Inc.

Facility Scheduling
League Management
Membership Management
Multi-Use Pass & Attendance Tracking
Walk-in & Online Registration
TV Schedule Display & Advertising
Point of Sale
Inventory Management
Locker Rental & Tracking
Equipment Rental &Tracking
Credit Card Processing
Financial Software Integration
Energy Controls Integration
Website Integration
Billing & Receivables
Contact Management
Employee Time Clock
Gift & Pre-Paid Debit Cards
Over 175 On Demand Reports

www.maxsolutions.com | Toll Free 1-800-976-6646 | info@maxsolutions.com
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Gerry is very proud of ISI’s adoption of
the PSA’s education delivery program for
coaches and the PSA code of ethics and
grievance procedures.

The next time they met up was when
Debbie moved back to Delaware. Her
previous partner had quit skating so her
coach Ron Ludington agreed to help her
find a partner.
THE EARLY YEARS
“I was on a dance session at the Skating
It was 1972 – Paul Henderson scored Club of Wilmington and Gerry and I got
the legendary goal for Canadian hockey, talking,” says Debbie. “Luddy said, ‘If you
figure skater Janet Lynn won bronze at the are going to stand and talk, go to Dunkin’
Winter Olympics (resulting in the elimi- Donuts, otherwise why don’t you skate
nation of compulsories), and Gerry Lane together?’ I guess the rest is the history of
and Debbie Ganson first laid eyes on each our lives together.”
other at USFS Nationals in Long Beach,
If you ask Gerry, he’ll give you a more
Calif. They were skating with different detailed account of their courtship … “I
partners at the time, but later ended up introduced myself to Debbie, but I would
on the same International team that year. be lying if I said that I swept her off her

Debbie, 14, performing a
spiral for a publicity shot
for “Ice Parades” in Seattle;
she won first place in Novice
Ladies at Pacific Northwest
Regionals that year; Gerry,
13, winner in Intermediate
Men in Regionals.

feet! We later partnered with each other
and began dating. We dated for nine
years and during that time we had more
than one engagement party! Finally, after
breaking up for a summer, I gave it one
more try and this time she finally took the
hook!”
Born and raised in Swampscott, Mass.,
Gerry began skating at the age of five
under the direction of Lillian Tribby at the
North Shore Ice Arena in Lynn, Mass. He
later skated at the Skating Club of Boston
under coaches Montgomery Wilson and
Tom McGinnis. He attended the Newman
School in Boston in his high school years,
Boston College for three years and then
earned his Bachelor of Science degree
from the University of Delaware, where
he trained with Ludington.
Debbie began skating at age seven in
Seattle, Wash. where she grew up. She has
an elementary school teacher to thank for
her early start in the sport. The teacher
had taken the class on an ice skating trip.
She told Debbie’s mother that Debbie had
enjoyed it so much that she should look
into signing her up for classes. Fast forward, Debbie competed in Worlds and
was an alternate three times. She credits
coaches Kathy Casey, Linda Leaver and
Luddington for their guidance.
When the Lanes are off the ice and
NOT talking about ice skating, you will
find Debbie volunteering at Denver
Animal Shelter (DAS), where she
has been tending to four-legged
friends for four years, and you will
find Gerry swinging a golf club.
They are big fans of the University
of Colorado sports teams and they
enjoy the Colorado lifestyle of being
active outdoors.

“We have a wonderful life —
a daughter Jamie who is now a
coach, two dogs, seven nephews
and nieces, and we are expecting
out first grandchild.”
~ Gerry Lane

I S I E D G E S U M M E R 2 0 15
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Ice Palace Hawaii receives an eco-friendly makeover
with the addition of 5,000 solar panels on its roof.

Ice Palace
Hawaii Soaks
Up the Sun
by Eileen Viglione

T

he new solar panels on Ice Palace Hawaii’s roof are
attracting the sun’s tropical rays, and ironically they
are also freezing the rink’s ice sheet.
Situated in Aiea’s Stadium Mall Shopping Center in
Honolulu, the 30-year-old rink – the sole destination for
ice skating on the island of Oahu – underwent an ecofriendly makeover last October. Five hundred solar panels
were installed on nearly 9,000 square feet of its approximately 28,000-square-foot roof. And for good reason,
according to Ice Palace Hawaii owner Doug Taylor.

Zamboni® remains the
overwhelming choice for
professional, private and
municipal ice rink operators
throughout the world.
Efficiency and power without
compromise. With both fuel
powered and electric options,
Zamboni has the machine to
meet the tough demands of
your facility.
Trusted and proven performers,
Zamboni ice resurfacers
bring unequalled quality and
superior value to the rink
every day.

Zamboni Company
Phone (562) 633-0751
www.zamboni.com

Nothing else is even close
ZAMBONI and the configuration of the Zamboni® ice resurfacing machine are registered trademarks of Frank J. Zamboni & Co., Inc.
© Frank J. Zamboni & Co., Inc.
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“The electricity rates in Hawaii are
the highest in the nation – three
times the cost elsewhere – due to
our reliance on imported fuel.”
– Doug Taylor

Over 400 NHL,Triple A, Double A,
Collegiate, Recreational Ice Rinks and
Curling Clubs Across North America are
Fog, Condensation, Mold and Drip Free.

Why?

They have ARID-Ice .
™

“The electricity rates in Hawaii are the highest in the
nation – three times the cost elsewhere – due to our reliance on imported fuel,” he says. “It doesn’t take too much
prodding to consider going solar. Here in Hawaii, we’re
very conscientious about conserving. It’s a positive decision to reduce oil by tens of thousands of barrels.”
Retail electricity rates in Hawaii are around 34 cents
per kilowatt-hour versus 12 cents on average nationally,
according to a recent Yale University Environment 360
Report. Hawaii is on course to pass legislation this year
requiring the state to go 100 percent renewable by 2040.
Taylor estimates that he will save $10 to $12 per panel
per month, for a savings of $6,000 a month, or $72,000
a year. The photovoltaic system (PV) is also expected to
prevent the import of more than 20,000 barrels of oil over
the 30-year life span of the system. With the help of a
lender, Taylor expended $700,000 for the system, which
will power the bulk of his electricity needs, including the
rink’s machine room and compressors. “Most lenders are
pro-solar,” he says. “I’ve had the same bank for years. They
looked at my electric bills and compared the cost of solar
and had no problem approving the loan. I won’t realize a
savings until the system is paid off though.”
Distributed Energy Partners (DEP) of Honolulu
designed the 162-watt PV system and managed the
project. The company’s installation work is performed
through its join venture with American Piping and Boiler
Company (APB), a local general construction company
with experience in PV installation.
“The Ice Palace is a local institution that has entertained families in Hawaii for over 30 years in a unique
way not usually associated with a tropical setting,” says
John Cheever, DEP senior renewable energy developer.
“Providing power from the sun to help make this fun and
healthy experience even more meaningful and environmentally sustainable is something our company takes a
lot of pride in.”
Maintenance of the PV system is considered fairly
simple and typically consists of an annual cleaning and
visual inspection of the system, according to Cheever. “Ice
Palace also has the ability to monitor the production of
the system in real time [online] so any dips in production
are typically spotted within a few days. The major components of the PV system have long-term manufacturer
warranties, and DEP/APB warranties its installation.
“As to the roof itself, Ice Palace had it coated with a
waterproof coating prior to installation of the PV system,
so the roof should not need any maintenance during the
life of the PV system.”
I S I E D G E S U M M E R 2 0 15

These facilities benefit from ARID-Ice desiccant dehumidification
for full capacity enhanced humidity control while maintaining
automatic indoor air quality. ARID-Ice units are equipped with:
•

•

•

Turbo Vapor Boost™ reactivation energy control circuitry providing
extreme capacity in humid conditions.
State-of-the-art enhanced silica gel desiccant wheel with long
lasting seals.
Highly efficient reactivation circuits that deliver dry air on demand
maximizing the capability of the ice plant and maintaining a dry
building.

ARID-Ice by Controlled Dehumidification IMS has provided humidity
and indoor air quality control equipment to the Pittsburgh Penguins,
New Jersey Devils, Jacksonville Barracudas, Florida Panthers,
Houston Aero’s, University of Notre Dame and Penn State University
to name a few.

Contact our application specialists to learn how
your arena can benefit from ARID-Ice technology.
Call 810-229-7900 today and visit cdims.com.
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NEW & RENEWING

ISI Administrative Members
Keeping your ISI administrative membership current is extremely important and beneficial.
Your membership allows you to utilize the weSKATE Class Management Software, keep
your skaters’ memberships and tests up to date, and earn ISI Rewards Bucks at the same
time. Ongoing membership also allows you to keep pace with all that is happening at ISI
and in the ice arena industry, and offers you access to the ISI educational benefits designed
to help you grow and run the best possible programs for your facility and customers.
Aliso Viejo Ice Palace

Aliso Viejo CA

Alpine Ice Arena
Louisville KY

Amelia Park Arena
Westfield MA

Anchorage Skating
Alliance

Anchorage AK

Appalachian Ice
Arena - Appalachian
Ski Mtn Inc
Blowing Rock NC

Cleland Ice &
InLine Rinks

Van Nuys CA

Columbus Ice Rink

Iceland of Hampton
Roads

Fort Bragg NC

Cutting Edge Skating
Association

KB Willett Ice Arena

OlympicView Arena

Stevens Point WI

Mountlake Terrace WA

Kingsgate Arena

Palos Verdes Ice Chalet

Forest Lake MN

Danbury Ice Arena

Kirkland WA

Rolling Hills Estates CA

Delaware North
Companies Parks &
Resorts Yosemite

Montgomery AL

K Lynn Skating School

Pasadena Ice Skating
Center-PCOC

Danbury CT

Cathedral City CA

Anchorage AK

Bielenberg Sports
Center

Desert Ice Castle

Dimond Ice Chalet

Anchorage AK

Dr Pepper StarCenter
McKinney @ Craig
Ranch

Long Island Edge Figure
Skating Team
Plainview NY

Long Island Jawz Spring
Elite Hockey Club

Oyster Bay NY

Lynchburg Figure
Skating Club
Forest VA

Lynnwood Ice Center Seattle Skating Club

Woodbury MN

McKinney TX

Big Rapids Figure
Skating Club

Dublin CA

Lynnwood WA

Eagan Civic Arena

Maine Hockey Group

Big Rapids MI

Bladez-Blackstone
Valley Ice Arena

Dublin Iceland

Eagan MN

Saco ME

Eagles Ice-A-Rena

Meadville Figure
Skating Club

Hopedale MA

Spokane WA

Bradford R Boss
Arena - University of
Rhode Island

Eden Prairie
Community Center

Kingston RI

Brigade Sports Complex

Annapolis MD

Eden Prairie MN

Edward J Murray
Memorial Skating
Center

Burnsville Ice Center

Yonkers NY

Canlan Ice Sports
Romeoville

Fairfax VA

Burnsville MN

Fairfax Ice Arena
Fritz Dietl Inc

Romeoville IL

Westwood NJ

Carlson Ice Arena

Fun on Ice

Mid Hudson Civic
Center - McCann
Ice Arena

Poughkeepsie NY

Middlesex County Dept
of Parks & Rec
Edison NJ

Mike Modano Ice Arena

Westland MI

Montclair Inside Edge
Skating Club

Rio de Janeiro Brazil

West Caldwell NJ

Casper Ice Arena

Highland Sports Center

Mt. Lebanon
Recreation Center

Casper WY

Shoreline WA

Chilled Ponds

Hommocks Park
Ice Rink

Norfolk MA

Northeast Kingdom
Skating Club

Clearwater Ice Arena

Ice Centre at the
Promenade

Clearwater FL

Norfolk Arena

Ice Center @ Cupertino

Cupertino CA

Greensburg PA

Pittsburgh PA

Larchmont NY

City of Greensburg
Rec Dept - Kirk S
Nevin Arena

Westminster CO

Pasadena CA

New York NY

South Park Ice RinkAllegheny County Dept
of Parks
South Park PA

Riverdale Ice

Sport-O-Rama Ice Rinks

Mamaroneck NY

Monsey NY

Rocket Ice Arena

Superior Ice Rink

Bolingbrook IL

Roseville Skating Center

Roseville MN

Sacred Heart University
Fairfield CT

Saratoga Springs Figure
Skating Club

Saratoga Springs NY

Southern Tier
Skating Club

Kings Park NY

The Rink at PPG Place
Pittsburgh PA

The Skate School LLC @
Fox Valley Ice Arena
Geneva IL

Toyota Sports Center
El Segundo CA

Tucker Road Ice Rink

Fort Washington MD

Elmira NY

Stars of Austin Figure
Skating Club
Pflugerville TX

Twin Rinks Ice
Pavilion Inc

Buffalo Grove IL

Phillips Academy-Rink
Operations

Sun City Blades
El Paso TX

Veterans Memorial
Skating Rink

Pickwick Ice Gardens

Seven Bridges
Ice Arena

Marblehead MA

Andover MA
Burbank CA

Piney Orchard Ice Arena

West Hartford CT

Viking Skating Club

Woodridge IL

Odenton MD

Sharks Ice at Fremont

Point Mallard Ice
Skating Complex

Sharks Ice at San Jose

Decatur AL

Raleigh IcePlex

Fremont CA

San Jose CA

Sheridan Ice LLC

Raleigh NC

Sheridan WY

RecPlex Ice Arena in
Pleasant Prairie

Snoopy’s Home Ice

Washington Park
Ice Arena

Jefferson City MO

Wheaton ISI Figure
Skating Team

College Park MD

World Ice Arena
Flushing NY

Santa Rosa CA

YMCA of Boulder Valley

Pleasant Prairie WI

Lafayette CO

Meadville PA

Loves Park IL

Chesapeake VA

Oakton Ice Arena

Virginia Beach VA

Belmont Iceland
Ben Boeke Ice Arena

Oak Lawn IL

Park Ridge IL

Yosemite CA

Belmont CA

Oak Lawn Park District
Ice Arena

Columbus GA

Athletic Arts Academy
Las Vegas NV

Iceland - Van Nuys

Riverbank State Park
Skating Rink

Granby VT

Nytex Sports Centre

NEW & RENEWING BUILDER/SUPPLIER MEMBERS
ISI builder/supplier members receive discounted exhibit space at
the annual trade show and national skating competitions, special
rates on print/electronic advertising, free employment advertising,
ISI directory listing, business referrals, networking opportunities
and much more.
All-American Arena
Products
St Paul MN

CALMAC

Fair Lawn NJ

Hillphoenix

Rink Management
Services Corp

Plymouth MN

Ice Light Productions
Seal Beach CA

Mechanicsville, VA

Rink Systems Inc
Albert Lea MN

Del Arbour LLC

Jackson Ultima Skates
Inc
Skates US, Inc.
Waterloo CANADA

Richmond IN

Fine Designs Inc

Mondo USA

Stangco Industrial
Equipment Inc

Milford CT
Dallas TX

Conshohocken PA

FrontLine Solutions LLC Munters Corporation

Santa Ana CA

Wayne TX

Amesbury MA

G&A Insurance, Inc.

Riedell Skate Co

Laval Quebec

Dover NH

Systems LMP

Thermo Source, LLC

Red Wing MN

Bloomfield Hills MI

N. Richland Hills TX

For membership information, contact Jane Schaber at jane@skateisi.org or (972) 735-8800.
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CO

With today’s concern for the environment, energy efficiency and safety,
CO2 is now a much superior option over all synthetic refrigerants. It is
natural, non-toxic, non-flammable with no net greenhouse effect.

The CIMCO Advantage

CIMCO’s exclusive, patented technology, ECO2 CHILL Thermal Plant,
provides you with the finest, most energy efficient CO2 ice rink system
available. Major operational benefits include:

The
ECO-FRIENDLY,
Ice Rink
System

• abundant high-grade heat reclaim (above 140ºF and
suitable for boiler replacement)
• full low-grade heat reclaim (at 100ºF for underfloor
heating, potable water and snow melting pit)
• efficient compressor operation

• very low pumping power (as much as 90% less energy
required compared to other systems)

2

• superior CIMCO ice quality and consistent ice temperatures
(CO2 enters and leaves the refrigerated slab at the same temperature)

• and a future-proof answer as a refrigerant

With over 100 years as the leader and most experienced company
in ice rink design, engineering, manufacture, installation and service,
you can rely on CIMCO to provide you with an affordable,
high-performance refrigeration system that is exactly right for you.

Call us today to learn more about
our eco-friendly, safe ECO2 CHILL
Thermal Plant system.

www.cimcorefrigeration.com

LOW-E CEILINGS
Still Making A Difference
by Mark M. MacCracken

The patented Aluma-Zorb low-emissivity ceiling
drastically reduces the energy consumption needed to
maintain an ice surface and is heralded as one of the
most important advancements in the last 50 years.

I

f you’ve ever watched or participated in any sport that takes place on
an ice surface, then you know how
important it is to have a pristine sheet
of ice. When the ice starts to degrade,
hockey pucks take unpredictable bounces,
figure skaters have a harder time landing
their jumps and even casual groups of
skaters start to create ruts that wouldn’t
normally present themselves. The culprit
for poor ice conditions is heat and a rink’s
ceiling plays a major role in the quality of
the ice below it.

The amount of heat
radiated to the ice is
substantial, as it can
account for 35 to 45
percent of the daily
refrigeration load of
an indoor ice rink.
14

The temperature of indoor ice skating
rinks varies greatly from the ceiling above
to the ice below. The ceiling is being
warmed daily by outdoor elements, such
as the sun, in addition to indoor factors,
such as lighting and body heat that rises
in an enclosed arena. Since heat is always
trying to reach equilibrium by transferring from high concentrations to lower
concentrations (hot to cold), ceiling heat
is continuously radiating down to the
ice below. This heat is infrared energy,
which is easy to ignore since infrared
radiation is invisible and cannot be felt.
The amount of heat radiated to the ice is
substantial, as it can account for 35 to 45
percent of the daily refrigeration load of
an indoor ice rink.
So how do you slow down this transfer? The answer lies with the emissivity of
the ceiling. Emissivity is the measure of
a material’s ability to radiate or disperse
heat, with zero emissivity being ideal.
Creating a low emissivity ceiling reduces
the amount of heat radiated from the ceiling to the ice.

Traditionally, the ceilings of ice rinks
were created with surface materials
such as wood, paint, varnish, insulation,
glass and brick. These materials have
emissivities between 85 and 95 percent,
resulting in energy-robbing heat radiation making it to the ice surface, thus
compromising its integrity. In the 1970s,
Cal MacCracken, a prolific inventor and
founder of CALMAC, was working on a
new way to freeze an ice surface, using
stratified cold air instead of pipes in a
floor, and discovered the major impact
of radiation. During an experimental
installation of his Air-Freeze idea inside
of a Quonsit Hut on a hot summer day,
Cal observed that even though the air
temperature 1 foot above the rink was
20 F, the ice melted right before his eyes.
When he looked up, he recognized the
radiant heat beaming down from the
140-plus F metal ceiling which made
him wonder what that load would be on
a normal rink.
What may have looked like, to a noninventor, as a failed attempt at a new air
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freeze rink, actually led to the discovery
of the largest energy saving measure of
any indoor rink. It was from this initial
observation that Cal pioneered the low
emissivity ceiling, creating an aluminum
sheet curtain that would limit radiation
from the ceiling down to the ice surface.
This material would be suspended above
the ceiling to cover the rink and had an
emissivity of 4 to 5 percent, stopping
95 percent of the heat radiation from
traveling to the ice surface. Using this
invention, the heat that is no longer
radiated to the ice stays at the ceiling
level, keeping the ceiling temperatures
warmer than before the installation
(around 70 F compared to 50 F).
Low emissivity ceilings have many
added benefits. Installing an aluminum curtain reduces refrigeration
energy requirements resulting in total
rink energy cost savings from 20 to 33
percent annually. In addition, as stated
above, the ceiling temperatures actually
go up thereby reducing the incidence
of condensation forming on the ceiling

and dripping to the rink surface. The
rink is also brighter due to the reflection of visible light which translates into
better illumination and less energy usage.
CALMAC’s Aluma-Zorb Ceiling consists
of a tough laminate of bright aluminum
foil, fiberglass scrim and vinyl backing,
which improves acoustics, eliminates
the need for regular ceiling painting and
withstands puck impact. For his invention, Calvin MacCracken received the
Frank J. Zamboni award, named after the
inventor of the ubiquitous ice-resurfacing machine, for his contributions to the
ice skating industry.
Today’s low emissivity ceilings can be
seen in thousands of rinks around the
world, saving energy and reducing operating costs for rink owners and managers.
The laws of thermal dynamics have and
will not change, making this technology
just as relevant today as it was more than
40 years ago.

Today’s low emissivity
ceilings can be seen
in thousands of rinks
around the world,
saving energy and
reducing operating
costs for rink owners
and managers.

Mark M. MacCracken
is the former board
of directors chair for
the U.S. Green Building
Council and CEO of
CALMAC Manufacturing
Corporation, a producer
of thermal energy
storage equipment.

Laser control systems
for leveling ice

Simple to install.
Simple to use.
Lets the operator
focus on driving.

Contact us today
to learn more.
Phone: 519-235-4585 | Fax: 519-235-0744 | Email: sales@latec.on.ca | www.latec.on.ca
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ISI MEMBERSHIP

TOOLKIT
Membership
Rewards

Educational
Programs

Skating
Programs

Print & Digital
Communications

Hockey
Program

Insurance
coverage
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
ISI Ice Arena Conference & Trade Show –
The conference and trade show, an annual
event for more than 55 years now, provides an
opportunity for networking and professional
development. There’s no better place to learn
industry tips and trends and meet new
acquaintances.
iAIM Certification – The Ice Arena Institute of
Management (iAIM) programs are divided into
four tracks to provide education to a diverse
group of ice arena professionals: Certificate of
Arena Management (CAM), Certificate of Arena
Programming (CAP), Certificate of Arena Operations
(CAO) and Certificate of Arena Executive (CAE).
Online course option is available.
District Seminars – Free educational seminars
for instructors and managers. Topics include
teaching techniques, rules revisions, arena program
planning, equipment maintenance and more.
weSKATE National Instructor Training
Program – Designed to educate and train
instructors in the techniques, standards and
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Other

professional requirements of teaching the
weSKATE learn-to-skate program. Core,
Intermediate and Advanced training levels.
Judge/Referee Certification
MEMBERSHIP REWARDS
Register your skaters as ISI individual or hockey
members and earn immediate rewards for your
facility. Additional rewards for referrals and
increased member registrations.
SKATING PROGRAMS
weSKATE learn-to-skate program – Includes
ISI testing program and badge rewards, ISI
Handbook, ISI Test Standards DVD, weSKATE Class
Management Software, National Instructor Training
Program, Edge Competition Software, weSKATE kit.
Six National Skating Events – World
Recreational Team Championships, Adult
Championships, Synchronized Championships,
Conference Championships, Winter Classic,
Holiday Challenge
ISI Endorsed Competitions, Shows and Events

HOCKEY PROGRAM
Includes skills manuals, testing and rewards. Also,
insurance coverage that protects all ISI registered
members, coaches, volunteer officials and referees
during an ISI hockey event.
PRINT & DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
The Edge trade journal, ISI News online, ISI Member
Directory, The Skating Scoop, Recreational Ice
Skating, ISI Bulletins and more.
INSURANCE COVERAGE
ISI offers insurance coverage for individual,
administrative and professional members.
OTHER
Right to use all ISI copyrighted programs and
materials
Advice, assistance and resource referrals from ISI staff
Mascot Flip
Display materials/banners/dashers
Educational Foundation scholarships
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WHAT CAN ISI DO FOR YOU?

T

he founding principles of the
Ice Skating Institute have remained
unchanged for almost 60 years: to
encourage ice skating as a participant
sport and recreation; to provide information for the development, construction
and operation of ice rinks; to provide
information and help for the mutual benefit of its members and to hold annual
meetings for exchange of information
and ideas.
Today, the Administrative membership base – owners, managers and skating
schools – still remains the foundation and
focus of ISI efforts. When these members are successful, so are their facilities,
coaches and skaters.
The fact that ISI serves only ice facilities and is not obligated to ice arena user
groups makes it the only independent
organization whose primary focus is the
interests of the ice arenas and the professionals employed in and serving these
facilities. That’s why ISI is the trade association that ice arenas rely on to help them
increase participation, drive revenues,
improve operations, reduce expenses and
deliver an exceptional customer service
experience.
Over the years, while ISI has continued
to honor its original mission and philosophy, the association has kept pace with
the dynamic industry it serves, responding promptly to changing demands with a
comprehensive menu of “tools” developed
to assist members in their quest for success. Among these tools are: the annual
ISI Ice Arena Conference & Trade Show,
iAIM education and certification program,
annual district seminars, insurance coverage for participants and professionals, a
plethora of print and digital publications
and materials, six international skating
events, ISI Membership Rewards and the
weSKATE learn-to-skate program — one
of the most important and far-reaching
tools a facility can use to increase participation, generate revenues and secure its
future.
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Our dedication to the industry has
never faltered; we continue to develop the
tools that are laying the foundation for a
solid future in the ice arena business.

weSKATE Program
ISI’s copyrighted weSKATE recreational
figure skating and hockey program has
been strategically developed to keep skaters on the ice, in the sport and in your
facility. By providing a proven step-bystep curriculum of skating fundamentals,
coupled with fun and rewarding competition, ISI has created a balanced program
that generates consistent revenue for
facilities and coaches.
The program was the first national
learn-to-skate curriculum in the United
States and has exposed tens of millions of
people to the joys of skating over the past
55-plus years. Today, ISI has evolved into
an international organization with affiliated members across the United States
as well as Europe, Central America, the
Middle East and Asia.
While some may view the skating
program as an alternative to the U.S.
Figure Skating program, it is actually an
ideal complement and feeder system for
the elite competitive track. One of the

objectives of ISI is to provide a firm foundation of skating skills upon which each
skater can build in order to pursue their
sport, whether it is figure skating or ice
hockey.
Unlike some other organizations, ISI is
not designed to select World and Olympic
team skaters, although we are proud to
say that many – including Dorothy
Hamill, Michelle Kwan, Sasha Cohen,
Evan Lysacek and this year’s U.S. National
Champions Ashley Wagner and Jason
Brown – got their start in ISI. Instead, ISI
seeks to develop lifelong skaters, through
a program that encourages “participation,
not elimination.” Understanding that not
all individuals have the desire, time, ability
or wherewithal to become elite competitors, ISI focuses its efforts on instilling
a love of the sport(s) by developing not
only sound skating skills but also valuable
life skills that will benefit participants no
matter what path they may pursue in the
future.

ISI = Total Package
An often-quoted example of the “sports
pyramid” that is typical of many sports
throughout the world illustrates how, in
America, approximately 350,000 figure

ELITE
ATHLETES

RECREATIONAL
COMPETITORS

ISI PROGRAMS
REACH THESE
GROUPS

ENTRY-LEVEL
PARTICIPANTS
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The ISI program
is the total package,
ready-made for all —
skaters, teachers
and the facility
operators.

skaters are whittled down to only 12 to
18 who make it to the World or Olympic
team – excluding synchronized skating,
which includes approximately 50 more.
Another example related specifically to
ice hockey in Canada showed that out
of over 22,000 players who played in the
Ontario Minor Hockey Association one
year, only 22 ever played a game in the
NHL. In other words, the odds of becoming a champion skater or hockey player
are slim, but that doesn’t mean that kids
– and adults – shouldn’t be able to pursue
and compete in the sports they love.
Those who have the God-given ability
along with all of the other requirements
such as parental support, work ethic and
quality coaching will rise to the top. But
for the vast majority who don’t possess
all of the requirements, it shouldn’t mean
that they can’t enjoy the sport or activity
they love.

Recognizing that the vast majority of
your ice rink patrons are entry-level participants, followed by another large group,
the recreational competitors, ISI reaches
both of these categories with its testing
and recreational competition and league
programs.
The ISI program is the total package,
ready-made for all – skaters, teachers and
the facility operators. Attempts to duplicate the original successful model are
inevitable. ISI’s goal is to help every skater
enjoy the rewards of continued participation and the thrill of personal success and
friendly competition.
The original aims of the organization
remain the same. An Alpha badge is just
as important to a recreational skater as
the gold medal is to the Olympic champion. But from a service and commercial
point of view, there are far more of the
former than the later.

MEMBERS SHARE ISI VALUE
“The ISI program has helped to
define the culture of our rink. From
learn-to-skate classes to testing and
competing, I know our skaters will
have a positive experience in the
participation-oriented programs.
We believe this promotes
re-enrollment and long-lasting
members with less risk of burnout.
All ages and skill levels should feel
their place of value at our rink.“
Phil Boettge, recreation leader –
ice programs, City of St. Peters
Rec-Plex, Fla.
“We have utilized the ISI
membership benefits at Schwan
Super Rink over the past 15 years.
We have registered all of our learnto-skate participants and in doing
so have received many rewards.
In addition to the $13 rate, a $2
savings per skater, we also earned
ISI Bucks that we used last year to
enable us to send seven of our staff
to ISI’s annual conference and trade
show in Chicago!
“By using the variety of
competitions for skaters to
enter at ISI events we have been
18

able to grow our program and
also build a much stronger team
environment for our skaters which
has resulted in continued growth
and revenue for the arena as well.
“It is also nice to have the weSKATE
software so that we are able to
manage our skaters’ tests and our
classes throughout the year. Having
that database on our computers
is so much more convenient than
having to contact the ISI office for
the information whenever we
need it.”
Jane Schaber, co-director of
skating programs, Schwan Super
Rink, Blain, Minn.
“ISI Membership has benefited our
learn-to-skate program immensely.
With over 2,000 skaters registering
for our classes each year, the
weSKATE Software allows me
to keep organized files on all my
skaters and classes. I even use it to
organize camps, shows and other
special events. We also require all
of our skaters to become individual
members before joining our
classes, so our facility can rest easy

knowing all of our students are
covered by ISI accident insurance.
We especially love the ISI rewards
program, which has allowed
us to send our professionals
to conferences and seminars,
and purchase patches, banners,
software and other tools to keep
our program running smoothly.
Lastly, the ISI staff is wonderful
and they are always available to
help when we’re in need. I can’t
recommend ISI administrative
membership enough.”
Lauren Hunt, skating director,
World Ice Arena, Flushing, N.Y.
“I work for a parks & recreation run
facility. We use the ISI program
in conjunction with the USFS
program to provide opportunities &
events for all skill levels, from the
recreational to competitive athlete.
Our synchro teams participate in
both programs giving them more
opportunities to compete as well.“
Amy Fankhauser, skating director,
Line Creek Community Center Ice
Arena, Kansas City, Mo.
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As a trusted provider of sports
and recreation insurance,
K&K is committed to helping
you succeed by offering
quality coverage and services
designed for your organization.
K&K’s expertise is respected
throughout the industry; we
are your solution for affordable
insurance coverage. It’s easy
to work with K&K—visit
our website now for more
information.

• Over 60 years of insurance and
claims experience
• Competitive rates and coverage

K&K Insurance Group, Inc. is a licensed insurance producer in all states (TX license #13924); operating in CA, NY and MI as K&K Insurance Agency
(CA license #0334819)

A PROMISING

ROSEGARDEN
by Eileen Viglione

S

katers are back on the ice in
Norwich, Conn., and now Lisa
Fedick, owner of Wonderland of Ice
in Bridgeport, Conn., is the proud operator
of two ice rinks in the Constitution State.
The ambitious Fedick, who also serves
as ISI’s 2nd vice president, jumped at
the chance to save the ailing Norwich
Municipal Ice Rink from demolition last
spring. The antiquated rink had always
evoked warm sentiments in Fedick, a
longtime Connecticut resident.
The RoseGarden awaits its new sign,
welcoming all for some fun on the ice.

“The Norwich facility is one that I have
always loved,” she says. “If you had asked
me five or ten years ago which rink in
Connecticut I would want to manage,
my answer would have always been
‘NORWICH!’”
Fedick not only saved the dying rink,
she breathed new life into it — to the tune
of $1.7 million. The facility was gutted to
its steel frame and transformed into a
sleek, state-of-the-art ice facility with a
new name – RoseGarden Ice Arena – and

an impressive look and feel. The facility
couldn’t be in a more ideal locale. Just
steps from the parking lot is the fairway
of the pristine Norwich Golf Course, and
less than a mile down the road is Mohegan
Sun Resort and Casino.
“I see tremendous potential for the
RoseGarden in the logistics of the greater
Norwich area,” says Fedick. “Within a
thirty-mile radius, we have two large
casinos, the Groton Submarine base, the
Coast Guard Academy and several large
corporations, all of whom operate on
twenty-four-hour days.
“I believe we have a great opportunity
to design programming to service their
needs, which could also keep our facility
operating around the clock.”

MAJOR UPGRADES
Design Forum, LLC is responsible for
the rink’s makeover. They also designed
the original rink in addition to Fedick’s
2006 expansion of Wonderland of Ice.
With an aggressive timeline in place, construction began in August 2014. Major
upgrades include the installation of a new
ammonia-based chiller, low-emissivity
ceiling, improved desiccant system, camera
security system, new LED lighting throughout the facility’s interior and exterior
and computerized point-of-sale system.
20
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The lively lobby floor pattern was designed by graphic artist Joel Leneker, who is also a curler at the rink.

In addition to purchasing a second
Zamboni to serve as backup and for heavy
ice maintenance, they overhauled their
primary, electric Zamboni.
“We were very fortunate that after
numerous rounds of pressure testing,
both the warm and cold under floor circulation loops proved sound,” says Fedick.
“Every other component of the refrigeration plant was demolished and replaced,
including both headers and snow melt
pit coil. The new chiller can be controlled
remotely by either floor or ice surface
temperature, which will equate to tremendous energy savings.”
All fittings and fixtures were also
replaced and upgraded with top-of-the-line
Under Construction — The pro shop will be
run by Center Ice Sports, Orange, Conn. The
new locker room showers are top-of-the line.
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products, including rubber flooring
throughout, new lobby benches and new
dasher board facings and backer boards.
The facility, now with Wi-Fi availability, also received a splash of fresh paint in
warm earth tones with “chili pepper red” as
the primary accent color. The lobby floor
pattern was designed by graphic artist Joel
Leneker, who is also one of their curlers.
Fedick notes that she paid close attention to details, even installing water
fountains with bottle fill, new coaches’
boards and indestructible wall hooks in
the locker rooms.
She raves about the improved, energyefficient lighting, as the former rink tended
to be dim and often hampered hockey
players’ ability to see the puck. All of the
fluorescent lights inside the building, as
well as on the exterior, including the parking lot, were upgraded to LED. “This was a
very important upgrade in terms of energy
efficiency,” says Fedick. “Aside from a considerable decrease in wattage, all fixtures
are dimmable, remotely, from a tablet.
“Our weekly ice schedule can be stored
and the dimming is pre-programmed,
customized for each of our on-ice activities. In addition to the energy savings, we
are thrilled with the very low maintenance
required on these fixtures.”
The former rink lobby, which was
branded “the cave,” has been transformed
into “sunshine,” with 40 feet of windows
overlooking the NHL-size rink. “What I
like most is the vast amount of space in
the building footprint,” says Fedick. “We
have an arcade; large pro shop; concession
spaces; spacious conference room; large
off-ice training/multi-purpose room; two
locker/changing rooms; five huge locker

rooms with three full bathrooms with
shower rooms; and referee’s rooms with
full bathrooms and showers.”
Incredibly, the entire project was
completed in four months, a massive
undertaking that proved to be Fedick’s biggest challenge. “The timeframe we took on
was impossible, but with the dedication of
all the wonderful suppliers and contractors,
our team made it happen,” she says. “I am
so proud of what we have created physically and the ground work that we have laid
to build the business. The project is still not
100 percent complete and we will continue
to be a work in progress for a while, but
skaters are back on the ice in Norwich!”

GRAND OPENING
Since RoseGarden’s ice was ready for use
prior to completion of its public areas, the
rink had a “soft opening” for its users and
officially opened to the public with a ribbon-cutting ceremony on December 21,
2014, just under a month shy of the original rink’s 15th anniversary on November
26, 1995.
Though Fedick had hoped to reopen on
the anniversary date, the delay, partly due
to Mother Nature, proved to be a blessing.
“The timing turned out to be a tremendous
opportunity for us to show our commitment to the community,” she shares. “In
the spirit of the holiday season, we offered
free admission to the public skate session,
skating show and high school hockey
game, in exchange for a new, unwrapped
toy. All the toys were delivered that evening to the Norwich police department
for Christmas Eve distribution. The day
was truly magical!”
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BUSINESS MODEL
With one successful ice arena business under her belt — she has operated
Wonderland of Ice for 26 years — Fedick
was able to draw on the same pyramid business model for RoseGarden.
However, she discovered that in Norwich,
they have an ample group of travel
hockey players — their Bantam A team
just won the State Championship — and
a strong group of figure skaters at the
top of the pyramid. They are enjoying an
overwhelming interest and support in
their public skating and entry-level programming, but as a result of the former
rink’s uncertain future, they lost most of
the middle group.
“We have done a lot of regrouping,
rebranding and experimenting at the
entry level,” she says. “We are also using
creative hockey spring programming to
try and entice some of those who left to
give the new RoseGarden another try.
We are doing a lot of price bundling and
‘supersizing’ it; the intent is to accelerate
progress up the pyramid.”
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RoseGarden is fortunate to have a
strong adult hockey league and they have
been successful with their adult learn-toplay clinic. Fedick hopes these participants
will cycle into the league in the fall. Plans
are already underway for summer programming including youth and adult
hockey tournaments, a curling bonspiel
and their first annual ISI competition,
“The Tournament of Roses,” on July 12.

classes are also available, with plans for
them to be incorporated into a Theater on
Ice program.
The transition from the USFS basic
skills program (used by the former rink)
to weSKATE has been seamless, says
DiMaggio, adding that she looks forward to being able the use the program
for processing tests and memberships so
they can use the ISI Membership Rewards
program to its full advantage.
ISI SKATING PROGRAM
RoseGarden is also working with neighboring
Three Rivers Community College
“The RoseGarden is an ISI facility, first
to
build
its collegiate figure skating proand foremost,” says Fedick. “The ISI recgram.
Other
user groups include Southern
reational skating program is the perfect fit
Connecticut
Youth Hockey Association
for our facility and our customers. We are
(SECYH),
USA
Hockey, Norwich Figure
a recreational facility and our long-term
Skating
Club
(USFS),
Norwich Free
goal is to create skaters for life.”
Academy
(high
school
hockey
co-op of
The RoseGarden Skating School, under
five
schools),
St
Thomas
More
(preschool
the direction of Programming Manager
Tiesha DiMaggio, offers ISI’s weSKATE hockey), University of Connecticut Club
learn-to-skate classes four days a week, Hockey and Connecticut Special Olympics.
and includes a hockey learn-to-skate class
at every session. They also offer special- PUBLIC SESSIONS
ized, advanced classes five days a week RoseGarden offers a daily afternoon
and daily freestyle sessions. Performance public skating session and an evening
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session on Friday and Saturday. While
weekday public sessions are mid-day, the
times are cycled with stick time to facilitate participation in both. Laser skate is
popular on Friday evenings, especially
with the teenage crowd and families,
and birthday parties are running strong.
Due to an influx of new skaters, they are
doing a booming business with skate
aid rentals, including Ice-World’s Bobby
(the Seal).

They are doing extensive promotion
through the employee newsletters of area
casinos and corporations, as well as surrounding schools and recreation departments.

RINK HISTORY

The Norwich rink opened as a city facility
in 1996. It was closed in June 2014, following the city council’s vote to reject a
request to borrow almost $700,000 to pay
for a new refrigeration system. A temporary “chiller” had been in place after the
MARKETING PLANS
original chiller had failed several times.
Moving forward, Fedick plans to continue
A city task force selected Wonderland
to spread the message that the rink has of Ice Associates — from a pool of comreopened under private management, but panies bidding on the project — to take
more importantly, she hopes to rebuild over management of the rink. They signed
customer trust by demonstrating that she a contract that will enable them to oversee
is committed to RoseGarden long term.
daily operations of the rink for the next 40
In terms of marketing the rink, Fedick years. Fedick called on Center Ice Sports
is focusing on electronic marketing, of Orange, Conn., to run RoseGarden’s
including social media; direct mail; and pro shop (they currently operate the
limited targeted advertising on local pro shop at Wonderland of Ice) and has
radio and television, including a com- chosen a longtime local restaurant that
mercial airing on Cablevision during specializes in homemade pizza to operNHL play-offs.
ate the snack bar.
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WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Why the Rose Garden?
Norwich is considered “the
Rose City” and during the
early 1900s, the city was
branded “the Rose of New
England,” according to rink
operator Lisa Fedick.
“I loved it, “ she says.
“We settled on RoseGarden
as kind of a play on words
… We are a hockey barn
located between Madison
Square Garden and Boston
Garden. The hockey players
love it and the figure skaters
think they are our roses.”
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Coaches’
Corner
Kim Hansen
ISI National Skating
Events Coordinator

Judging
Open Freestyle
is Tricky

T

In the traditional events,
we are comparing
apples to apples. In the
Open Freestyle event,
programs are much more
varied, both in terms of
maneuvers and time.
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he Open Freestyle category has
really gained popularity since it
was introduced into ISI competitions six years ago. Its intended purpose
of creating an easy crossover between
ISI and USFS programs has been a success. In fact, it is not unusual to find the
Open Freestyle category to be larger than
some of the traditional leveled events at
some competitions. It appears that many
coaches and skaters are embracing it
because of the ease with which they can
switch between the two programs without
having to create separate routines.
While the popularity of this category
has been a great addition to the ISI competitive program, it has also brought a few
challenges to the coaches that have served
as judges. It is true that an Open Freestyle
event is more difficult to judge than a traditional leveled Freestyle event due to the
simple fact that, in the traditional events,
we are comparing apples to apples. In the
Open Freestyle event, programs are much
more varied, both in terms of maneuvers
and time. It takes a focused, attentive
judge to assess these programs fairly and
accurately. It is vital that there is a clear
understanding of the difference between
technical difficulty and correctness. It is
easy for judges and coaches to fall into the
trap of thinking that the skater with the
harder jumps must be the best skater. This
is certainly not true in all or even many
cases. We have all accepted that premise
when judging a Jumps/Spins event. It is

not unusual to see a well-executed double
Salchow beat out a less than stellar double
loop, for example. A nice half loop often
trumps an Axel, and many backspins have
failed to rival sit spins. The technical difficulty is not considered. The skaters are
asked to do what they do, and to do it well.
Remembering that there is one score
each for correctness of jumps, spins,
and turns and edges, helps to keep some
perspective while judging. In addition,
there are seven other equally weighted
criteria, including Posture, Presentation,
Music Interpretation, Variety of Moves,
Choreography, and Pattern and Duration.
All of these factors must be considered
equally and without bias in order for a fair
judgment to be made.
There is one criterion, however, that is
actually weighted more heavily than all
of the others in the event, because it is
included on each judge’s scorecard — the
General Overall criterion. The beauty of
this mark is that it allows the judge to
take the full composition of the program
into consideration, even criteria not specifically on their tablet, to make a general
statement about the program. Simply put,
this mark represents how well that program impressed and entertained the judge.
So, next time you find yourself on a
panel about to judge an Open Freestyle
event, or as a coach creating a program,
keep this criterion in mind. If we all do, our
skaters will continue to reap the benefits of
this popular Open Freestyle track.
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ISI Judge Certification Tests
Congratulations to the following instructors who have recently passed ISI judge certification tests:

GOLD
Lauren Arnold
Shelly Bressler
Gianine Craw
Marina Davis
Laura Duell
Jennifer Duncan
Sebastien Geerens
Shari Heywood-Jude
Kyle James
Carli Jenkins
Ziad Khedr
Darina Korn
Jennie Lee
Madeleine Newby-Estrella
Jessica Northrup
Kirsten Olson
Kera Parker
Jessica Proctor
Morgan Reichert
Suzanne Schurman
Isaac J. Serafin
Erika Shorr
Sarah Shuler Coughlin
Abigail Snyder

Jennifer Tracy
Amber Turner
Tiffany Vise
Benita Williams

SILVER
Lauren Arnold
Rachel Bailey
Marissa Beachell
Stephanie Chapman
Jennifer Don
Laura Duell
Natalie Fredricks
Sebastien Geerens
Shari Heywood-Jude
Julia Harmony
Kyle James
Ziad Khedr
Kristen Nardozzi
Madeleine Newby-Estrella
Kelda Nolen
Jessica Northrup
Colleen Okolski
Kirsten Olson
Morgan Privett
Morgan Reichert

Megan Romeo
Lauren Ruhnke
Suzanne Schurman
Isaac J. Serafin
Sarah Shuler Coughlin
Alyssa Smith
Olga Staker
Cassandra Tipps
Jennifer Tracy
Tiffany Vise
Jeremy Vivit
Amy Weixel

BRONZE
Ashley Adamski
Lauren Arnold
Vanessa Avelar
Ilana Bell
Melissa Bharat
Jessica Bradley
Cari Breed
Bethany Brinkman
Kathleen Brown
Ashleigh Cahn
Rebecca Crook
Tonya Crowley

Brenda Denny
Jillian DiBona
Susan Dirsa
Laura Duell
Jessica Flaherty
Emily Fluckiger
Claire Godfrey
Nicole Gagnon
Noelle Goldsmith
Shari Heywood-Jude
Andrea Hoff
Lauren Hughart
Rachel Hunt
Kyle James
Rachael Jernigan
Janelle Lajtar
Angela LaMere
Marissa Loil
Tiffany Mann
Pam McDonald
Shannon McDonald
Madeleine Newby-Estrella
Kirsten Olson
Shotaro Omori
Michaela Peters
Camille Pitman
Barbara Pomykalski
Chelsea Rambo

Megan Romeo
Abby Roy
Andrea Schwartz
Laura Seal
Walter Stevenson
Jennifer Tracy

SYNCHRO
Jennifer Caron
Kay Gentges
Denise Hughes
Diana Ragsdale
Morgan Reichert
Elena Strong
J’Marie Ventrella
Riley Wharton
Cassandra Wheat

REFEREE
Robyn Arnold
Katherine Kopp
Carol Lombardi
Sabrina Sowles

It is that time of year again…the
time when all of your coaching
credentials need to be renewed!
Each of these credentials is currently available for renewal. Use this
handy checklist to make sure you don’t miss anything:
U.S. Figure Skating and/or ISI membership
U.S. Figure Skating Coaches Registration and/or ISI background check
PSA Membership
PSA Liability Insurance (must renew PSA membership before purchasing insurance)
U.S. Figure Skating Continuing Education Requirement (CER) completion

www.skatepsa.com
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To avoid delays, plan to complete these items prior to July 1 every year.
DISCLAIMER: As a coach, it is your responsibility to know which professional credentials are required of you.
The items listed above may not apply to every coach, and your individual state, city, facility, or club may require
additional credentials.
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SPIRALING TOWARD

EXCELLENCE
Optimal Growth Environments for Athletes

By Dr. Adam H. Naylor, EdD, CC-AASP

Athletic excellence does not develop in a vacuum.
Athletes, young and old, lead the charge toward
reaching their development on the ice, but without
supportive families, competent competitors, wise
coaches and enthusiastic communities, full potential
often is left unrealized. While skilled coaching and
opportunities to train and compete are essential
elements of the athlete development recipe, the
emotion and mindset of athletic environments are
truly what leads to thriving while striving.

EMOTIONAL SPIRALS
Emotions are infectious. Negative,
unhealthy thoughts can spread like the flu,
leaving a sporting environment sluggish
and sick. Encouraging optimistic feelings
can be inoculating, serving to allow athletes to thrive during the struggles and
successes of a competitive career. In this
equation, it is perhaps the negative that
takes root the easiest. The excitement
of competitive training can very easily
turn into insidious stress that challenges
coaches’ and families’ self-control. A few
bits of doom and gloom at the rink can
serve as ready kindling for a culture that
adds undue stress and strain on developing athletes.
Most people understand that positive
trumps negative if high performance (and
good living) is the goal. Yet, positive can
be deceptively challenging to do. Pop psychology tells a person to “think positive”
and “be happy,” things that are incredibly
challenging to embrace when significant financial, time, effort and emotional
28

C O M M U N I C AT I O N
commitments are being made. Few in
the skating environment are free from
these strains, including coaches, parents,
administrators and athletes.
“Doing positive” is actually quite subtle
— yet powerful. It actually has little to do
with the pep talks given, the motivational
quotes shared, or enthusiastic cheer. It is
about the nonverbal behaviors that occur
when in the pressure cooker of competition. It is about the patience displayed
while athletes struggle with mastering new
skills and strategies. It is about the cooperative tones that fill the halls and locker
rooms of rinks. Emotions that help athletes thrive are the ones that bubble below
the surface of the words that are spoken
and the fleeting moments of dramatic
emotional expressions. The emotions that
simmer are the ones that allow athletes to
develop emotional responses that support
resilience, perseverance and enthusiasm
during all stages of a competitive journey.

There is most likely a shared goal between
athletes, parents, coaches and athletic
organizations — to see the athlete achieve
one’s greatest potential and to develop a
lifelong passion for sport. Athletes practice with this in mind. Parents are thrilled
when their flesh and blood succeeds.
Coaches feel both competence and pride
when a student succeeds. Perspectives
toward performance may differ, but goals
are quite often similar. This reality so often

Emotions that help
athletes thrive are
the ones that bubble
below the surface of the
words that are spoken
and the fleeting moments
of dramatic emotional
expressions.
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gets lost during the hustle and bustle of
athlete development. The appreciation
and communication of these shared goals
is too often neglected.
Human beings are inherently poor
communicators. The human condition
of life can lead to defensiveness, failure to
appreciate the worldviews of others, and
conversations that are laden with emotion
before objective insight. These realities
provide challenges to effective community collaboration. Competitive cultures
that are caring and collaborative in their
communication develop thriving athletes.
Quality communication begins with
understanding — this starts by going slow
and listening. It is reasonable to expect
that all individuals that invest effort, time
and passion into skating care; this is good.
All individuals caring passionately … is
bad. Passion leads to exciting communication, but rarely clear delivery and receipt
of messages. Taking care to set the stage
for quality communication helps skating
communities thrive. This can begin by
keeping the following in mind:

Commit to having serious discussions
away from the noise and excitement
of the rink and at least three hours
apart from the emotions of practice
and competition times.
• Practice listening before speaking.
This allows the speaker to feel heard
and the listener to get the full story
prior to contributing a thought or two.
• Appreciate and give the benefit of the
doubt that everyone is striving toward a
similar goal. This allows for collaborative
rather than confrontational discussions.
•

Skating cultures that encourage and
practice quality communication truly
allow athletes to thrive. Getting many
adults and young athletes onto the same
page is rarely a perfect process. Creating
a shared philosophy towards spreading
facilitative emotion and collaborative
communication leads to optimal growth
and enthusiasm in athletes. Around the
rink, there is a tight interconnectedness
between administrators, coaches, families
and athletes. The quality of these ties that
bind creates a rising tide for all skaters.

Dr. Adam Naylor, EdD,
CC-AASP, leads Telos
SPC, and is coach
educator for USA
Hockey. He directs
Northeastern
University’s Sports
Performance: Mental Game division,
is a clinical assistant professor of sport
psychology at Boston University’s
School of Education and is the
associate director of Mental Training
for the International Junior Golf
Academy (Hilton Head, S.C.). He has
two decades of applied sport
psychology experience (Olympic,
professional, collegiate and elite
junior). He can be reached at
adam@telos-spc.com and followed
on Twitter at @ahnaylor.

Dr. Adam Naylor will be a
featured speaker at ISI’s
annual Ice Arena Conference
& Trade Show at 10:45 a.m.
Tuesday, May 26.

The NEW ISI Handbook App for
Professional Members Is Here...
...and It's FREE!
Designed for Android 4.2 or greater operating systems, the
ISI Handbook App provides current Professional members
with all of the useful information contained in the latest
ISI Handbook, including the revised dance step sequences
for Freestyle 5-8 tests.
This convenient tool is a complimentary subscription
service for Professional members and available for
download at skateisi.org/ISIApp.
Look for the ISI Handbook App for iPhone this summer!
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ISIA EDUCATION FOUNDATION
HOSTS CONFERENCE CRUISE
by Robyn L. Bentley-Graham, CAM, CAP, CAO
ISIA Education Foundation Secretary

I

f you missed out on the bowling event last year, you have your
chance to set sail this year and support a great cause. The ISIA Education
Foundation closing party will take place
aboard the Hannah Glover on Thursday
evening, May 28. We will be cruising the
calm, protected waters of Salem Sound,
offering spectacular views of the shorelines of Salem, Beverly, Marblehead,
Manchester, and the secluded Misery
Islands. From historic lighthouses to
luxurious yachts and estates that dot the
coastline, it will be a feast for the eyes!
The sunset cruise, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
sets sail from Pickering Wharf in historic
Salem, Mass. Cost is $49 per person and
includes transportation, cruise and heavy
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hors d’oeuvres. Cash bar will be available.
Bus transportation will be provided. The
bus is scheduled to depart from the hotel
at 6:45 p.m. and return by 10 pm. For
details, visit skateisi.org/conference.
What would a cruise be without some
games of chance? A cash 50/50 will be
held on the boat.
While we hope everyone will join us
on the cruise as we wrap up the conference, space is limited so there will be
additional ways to support the foundation during the conference. Raffle items
will be showcased on the conference
registration table and you can purchase
tickets for chances to win. Silent auction
items will be on display and available for
bid at the end of the trade show. After

the auction closes, the winners will be
announced. Rumor has it that the committee has an exciting auction item to
raffle off during the awards dinner. Stay
tuned ...
Your generous support will enable the
ISIA Education Foundation to achieve its
goals and objectives.
If you are interested in donating items
to support the raffle, please contact committee chair Jamie Baringer at jbaring@
bgsu.edu. We are interested in skating
and non-skating related items.
For more information on the ISIA
Education Foundation, please visit
skateisi.com/foundation. Questions should
be referred to isiaef@skateisi.org.
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Why Should YOU Sign Up for
ISI Membership Rewards?

In addition to
immediate cash rewards,
earn ISI Bucks to use
for credits toward ISI
programs, services and
materials.

NOT taking
is
advantage of th
program is like
throwing
away cash!

Last year nearly
$70,000 in rewards
were awarded to
Membership Rewards
participants.

ISI Administrative
members (arenas, clubs
and skating schools) earn
substantial rewards simply
by registering class and
recreational skaters as well as
hockey players with ISI.

s!
Great new
s
embership
Hockey m
ewards
now earn r
too!

What are you waiting for?
Get all the details and sign up today at
skateisi.org/rewards.

Enrollment
is simple
and free!

Earn immediate
rewards for ever
y
skater or player
you register.

It’s an ea
sy and
convenient
way to bo
ost
your facil
ity’s botto
m
line while
providing
your skate
rs and play
ers
with their
own valuab
le
ISI memb
ership
benefits.

District & Association Updates
EDITOR’S NOTE: District & Association Updates
should be limited to no more than 300 words
and must include the writer’s name and district/
association title as well as a head shot. The
deadline for the Fall 2015 issue is June 15. Send to
editor@skateisi.org.

ISI District 2

(Upstate New York, Pennsylvania)

by Robyn L. Bentley-Graham, CAM CAP, CAO, District Director

Hopefully by the time you read this, you
have dug out and warmed up from the
“Frozen” winter we experienced in the
Northeast. I know that living where I do, I
should be used to it, but this has been quite
a year to sing the song, “Let it Go.”
As we all spring forward, I want to remind
everyone that ISI is here to serve its members, and District 2
specifically has the opportunity to provide additional assistance to meet the unique needs of our area facilities and
participants. If you haven’t done so already, please check out
our Facebook page. I will be giving away prizes throughout
the spring and summer to those who not only “like” our page,
but to those who post to our page. Show us what you are
doing in your rink(s)!
FREE Education — what? Yes, one of the benefits of your
membership with ISI is free education. Sure, we offer great programs that you pay for and can travel to, but we also offer free
programs that can be brought to your local area. We are looking
for program hosts for 2015 and 2016. Please let me know if you
are interested in being a host facility. When was the last time
you had the opportunity to get staff training for free and have
someone else do the work? Not only do you get the training,
but you also benefit from the additional PR and networking
that goes along with it. … Oh, and maybe a few ideas that can
generate extra cash for you personally and for your program or
facility. Maybe I should advertise it as free money?
Information Updates — Please be sure that the ISI office
has your most current information — not just for you, the
coaches and administrators, but also for the facility, skaters,
etc. Too often I hear: “I didn’t know that,” or “ When did that
happen?” or “I wasn’t notified.” Keeping your information
up-to-date is important. You won’t miss out on crucial information and staying on top of your game is to your benefit.
It’s really easy to pop a quick email or a text to someone to
be sure that you get what you need on a timely basis. We
are all responsible for data accuracy. Help us help you! The
information is all out there for you to find if you go searching,
but with all of us being limited with time these days, it would
make more sense to have it come to you. “Working smarter,
not harder, is the key to success,” I have heard.
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As always, I enjoy seeing many of you at local, regional
and national events, as well as receiving emails, texts and
Facebook messages. Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you
need assistance or if you are interested in being more involved.

ISI District 3

(Metropolitan New York, Connecticut)

by Tiesha DiMaggio, District Director

Having been appointed to the board in
November 2014, I have only served the last
few months as District 3 director. As a
former district representative for Eastern
Connecticut, when it was included in
District 1, I have spent most of my time
familiarizing myself with the rinks and
people within the district.
I look forward to our upcoming ISI competitions, including Sky Rink ISI, June 5-7 at Chelsea Piers in New York City,
and Tournament of Roses, July 12 at RoseGarden Ice Arena
in Norwich, Conn. With Eastern Connecticut being a new
addition to District 3, we are hoping to see more participation and we look forward to attending new events in the area.
The District 3 spring/fall meeting location is still in the
planning stages. I am working with predecessor Lisa Fedick
to determine a convenient meeting location for all.
It is refreshing to see some of the changes that ISI has
implemented since I last served on the board. I stepped away
for both personal and business reasons, but I did not get too
far removed from the organization that I have supported for
many years. As someone who believes in the ISI philosophy,
I am excited for the future and eager to attend the upcoming
local, district and national events.

ISI District 8

(Chicago/Milwaukee Metropolitan Area)

by Amy Forbes, District Director

District 8 has seen a busy first part of 2015.
Several local competitions were held. We also
had a really nice showing at the ISI Winter
Classic Competition, with several rinks in
attendance. The Edge Ice Arena placed fifth
and the Joliet Park District placed second
overall. Congrats to both of these teams!
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Reserve Your Show Seat!
This year's Benefit on Ice guest skater will be
announced soon, but it's not too early to reserve your seat!
Friday, July 31 • 7 p.m.
Edge Ice Arena
Bensenville, Ill.

The ISIA Education Foundation Benefit on Ice Show is always the
highlight of ISI Worlds week, and this year will be no exception.
The Benefit Show scouting team will be observing competitors at
all levels throughout the week, selecting participants to join in the
Friday night ice skating extravaganza.
If you’re selected, you’ll have the unique privilege of sharing the
program spotlight with ISI peers as well as a guest skating star.
Previous featured guests have included such notable champion
figure skaters as Sasha Cohen, Rachael Flatt, Evan Lysacek,
Mirai Nagasu, Ryan Bradley and Ashley Wagner.
Whether you’re on the ice or in the stands, this year’s
Benefit on Ice will be an evening you won’t forget!

Seating is limited. Reserve your tickets today at
skateisi.org/benefit or send in the form below.
$25 before July 15
$30 at Worlds registration prior to Benefit Show (if not sold out)
$20 group sales (10 or more tickets through the ISI office prior to July 15)

Friday, July 31 • 7 p.m. • Edge Ice Arena • Bensenville, Ill.
Payment Method:

NUMBER OF TICKETS

TOTAL $

Check/Money Order
Visa

NAME FOR TICKET PICKUP AT REGISTRATION

MasterCard
Discover

CARD #

EXP. DATE

American Express
BILLING ADDRESS
Make checks payable to
Ice Skating Institute.
Mail form and payment to:
CARDHOLDER’S NAME
SIGNATURE
ISI-Events
6000 Custer Rd., Building 9
P RING 2010
Plano,
TX 75023
RECREATIONAL
ICE SKATING, S TELEPHONE (REQUIRED)
EMAIL ADDRESS (REQUIRED)
OR fax to 972-735-8815
(OPTIONAL) ISIA Education Foundation Donation (tax deductible IRS# 36-3638131) $
NO REFUNDS
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District & Association Updates
Homewood-Flossmoor Ice Arena in Flossmoor, Ill., hosted
this year’s District Championships. As always, competition
director Vicky Klinko pulled off this large event with success.
She would like to thank Maura Drew who stepped up to assist
her with the event.
On March 18, ISI’s Executive Director Peter Martell and
National Skating Events Coordinator Kim Hansen traveled
from the Dallas office to Chicago to attend one of our District
8 bi-monthly general meetings. The goal of this meeting was
to gain support within the district for ISI, to provide an open
forum to ask questions of ISI and to promote the 2015 ISI
Worlds competition in July. Our hope is to see more administrative members attend the district meetings and support
the events and competitions in the future.
Numerous District 8 administrative facilities are looking
for good, qualified skate school staff. If you know of anyone
looking to be a part of some great skate schools in the area,
please send them to our website at learntoskate.org for more
information on job openings in area rinks.
Our district should be well represented at the ISI conference. This year’s attendees will include lucky coach Anne
Raucci, who won a conference registration at our fall seminar
in October 2014.

ISI District 11

(Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas)

by Caroline Baker, District Director

District 11 is off to a good start in 2015!
Several Synchro teams participated in
Synchro Champs, held April 10-12 at
Goggin Ice Center in Oxford, Ohio. Teams
included Texas ALL Stars from Dr Pepper
StarCenter-McKinney, with two teams (Sr.
Youth Skating Compulsory and Sr. Youth
Skating) and The Lone Star Blades from Allen Community
Ice Arena. The Texas All Stars Sr. Youth Skating Compulsory
team placed first and their Sr. Youth Skating team placed
fourth in select round finals. The Lone Star Blades Youth
Skating Compulsory team placed first and their Youth
Advanced Formation team placed third in premier round
finals.
The Dallas Stars are continuing the Little Rookies Free
Hockey Trial Camps for another season. These camps are
open to boys and girls ages 4 through 8. Each camp runs for
four weeks. Ten rinks throughout our district are participating in this program, which began in September 2013. Skaters
learn basic skating & hockey skills. All the equipment is provided and skaters get to keep their jerseys. Everything is free!
The next sessions begin in July.
Spring Break is a fantastic time to promote beginner classes
and camps. ICE at The Parks in Arlington, Texas, recently
offered beginner classes over Spring Break. They also offer
Theme Skate Nights as a means to promote their rink and
our sport.
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Upcoming District 11 competitions include: District 11
Competition, May 15-17 at Dr Pepper StarCenter in Farmers
Branch, Texas; 11th Annual Open Competition, Sept. 12-13
at ICE at The Parks in Arlington, Texas; and ISI Holiday
Challenge, Dec. 4-6 at Dr Pepper StarCenter-McKinney, Texas.
I encourage all rinks to submit District & Association
updates to ISI’s Edge magazine (See Editor’s Note) and to send
us information for our ISI District 11 Facebook page.

ISI District 12

(Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming)

by Debbie Lane, District Director

District 12 has grown this year with the
addition of four new members, bringing
our total number of membership facilities
to 17. We have a diverse group of facilities
ranging from private elite training centers
to park district-run facilities.
One of the park district-run facilities,
South Suburban Family Sports Center, houses the Colorado
Avalanche. Having an NHL team in the building helps promote
not only hockey, but also figure skating from the weSKATE
learn-to-skate program. Classes and public sessions are busy
this season. Our programming, plus the fluctuating weather
this spring, seems to be attracting the public into the rinks.
South Suburban Ice Arena and South Suburban Family
Sports Center have both hosted ISI competitions this winter.
This is a good time for skaters to put out their programs and
keep up their skills, since it would be an otherwise dead time
competitively. The only other ISI competitions held in District
12 are in Wyoming. Even though they hold their own competitions, they still support ours with skaters and judges.
We held our yearly ISI/PSA Seminar on Friday, March
6 at Family Sports Center. We were fortunate to have the
executive directors of both the ISI and the PSA as our guest
speakers. ISI’s Peter Martell addressed the manager’s section and PSA’s Jimmie Santee spoke to the instructors. The
attendees were lucky to have such well-respected men in the
industry sharing their knowledge. Bill Dobbs, general manager of South Suburban, and Mike Shelton, the new general
manager of the Promenade Ice Arena, were both on hand to
give presentations. They are part of a newly formed group
called the Rocky Mountain Arena Manager’s Association.
Santee presented on ice with flying spins and toe jumps, as
well as off ice with ethics and other topics. I followed up on
ice with turns and the revisions to the dance step sequences.
I was lucky to have the demonstrator for the ISI videos, my
daughter Jamie Lane Youtsey, to help me with the presentation on Dance Step Sequences 5-8.
The instructors in attendance could earn up to eight PSA
continuing education credits — the most credits given for a
day seminar — and the best part is that it’s a free seminar for
ISI members. Unfortunately, since we also had a test session
that morning and a competition the next weekend at South
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DON’T MISS A DAY OF BENEFITS

Get BOTH your 2015-16 ISI
professional membership AND your
liability insurance for one low price!
ISI’S LIABILITY INSURANCE
BENEFITS ARE THE BEST IN THE
INDUSTRY —

YOUR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
PROVIDES MANY MORE VALUABLE
BENEFITS:

offering more coverage at a lower
price — plus, ISI policies continue to
meet all other association requirements
with coverage provided from July 1
through August 31 of the following
year. All current ISI professional
memberships and liability insurance
must be renewed by September 1 to
maintain coverage.

•

Right to use weSKATE®, the
original national learn-to-skate
program to build and maintain your
coaching business
• Right to register ISI tests for
individual skaters
• ISI EDGE quarterly professional
trade journal and Recreational Ice
Skating quarterly magazine

RENEW AT SKATEISI.ORG/PROFESSIONAL
*Professional background check is included in membership fee.

Reduced registration fees for
ISI professional and educational
events and programs
• Excess accident insurance coverage
• Free educational seminars
• Judge and referee certification
program
•

District & Association Updates
Suburban Ice Arena, attendance was down. We are planning
to move the seminar to Friday, Feb. 26 next year, a week earlier to avoid any scheduling conflicts. It is always hard to find
weekends without competitions and hockey tournaments in
our area at that time of year.
There will be another ISI competition on Sunday, June 7 at
the South Suburban Ice Arena. This is a great way for skaters
to kick off the summer. Many of them compete in the Open
Events to warm up their programs for all of the summer USFS
competitions in the area.
I hope your spring and summer seasons are prosperous
and rewarding!

North East Ice Skating Managers
Association (NEISMA)

tells me, though, that we’ll still be seeing him around some
Boston-area rinks for the foreseeable future!
Our annual spring conference and trade show, held
recently in Falmouth, Mass., was once again a huge success.
From the golf outing to the educational sessions, to the trade
show to the networking opportunities, and even the vendor/
member hockey game, everyone went away with some new
information, insights and industry contacts. Thank you to
those who attended and participated in our event. I hope to
see everyone next year!
And we’re excited that ISI chose our “backyard” to
host its conference and trade show, as well, this year. The
Boston area is an ideal location for an event such as this —
especially in the springtime — so hopefully you took advantage of this opportunity!

by Ben Ruggles, President

First, I’d like to thank outgoing NEISMA
President Jeff Rubin, who recently took a
position outside the ice rink industry. Jeff
has been a NEISMA board member for
many years and has made countless contributions to the association, including
serving as secretary and handling our
annual awards program. We thank him for all he has done
and wish him the best of luck in his future pursuits. Something

CALENDAR
ISI-Endorsed Competitions
and Shows & Exhibitions
Deadline for the next EDGE calendar: June 15
For calendar updates, see skateisi.org (Events)

16-17.................................. Johnstown PA
Planet Ice
Spring Challenge Championship
22-23...................................Clearwater FL
Tampa Bay Skating Academy –
Countryside Battle of the Blades
22-24.. Boxborough MA

COMPETITIONS
MAY
15-17.......................... Farmers Branch TX
Dr. Pepper StarCenter-Farmers Branch
ISI District 11 Championships
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Nashoba Valley
Olympia
ISI Conference
Championships
24...........................................Vacaville CA
Vacaville Ice Sports Vacaville
All Stars

LIKE US ON
Ice Skating Institute
FOLLOW US:
@skateisi

iceskatingisi

25......................................... San Diego CA
San Diego Ice Arena
San Diego Ice Arena ISI
Open Championships

JUNE
5-7......................................... New York NY
Sky Rink @ Chelsea Piers
29 th Annual Sky Rink ISI Endorsed
Team Competition
6-7.........................................Richmond VA
Richmond Ice Zone
2015 Commonwealth Games
of Virginia
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7........................................... Centennial CO
South Suburban Ice Arena
South Suburban Ice Arena Summer
Skatefest

28-Aug. 2.................................. Omaha NE
Raston Arena & Moylan Iceplex
State Games of America 2015

12-14....................................Clearwater FL
Clearwater Ice Arena
29 th Annual Summer Competition

AUGUST

12-14............................................ Tahoe CA
Tahoe Sports & Entertainment
Skate at the Lake – District 14 Champs
13..................................Virginia Beach VA
Iceland of Hampton Roads
22nd Annual Azalea Open
13-14.......................................... Chicago IL
McFetridge Sports Center
25th Annual School’s Out Competition
25-28.................................... Raynham MA
Raynham IcePlex
25th Annual ISI District 1 Championships

JULY
4........................................... Las Vegas NV
Las Vegas Ice Center
“Red, White & Blue” ISI Open
Championships

1 ................................................Newark DE
The Pond Ice Arena
2015 Pond Summer Invitational
8-9 ....................................... San Diego CA
UTC Ice
Skate by the Sea 2015

SEPTEMBER
11-13 ..................................... Arlington TX
ICE at The Parks
12 th Annual ISI Open Competition
26-27 ..................................... Valencia CA
Ice Station Valencia
10 th Annual Autumn Classic

OCTOBER
23-25....... Las Vegas NV
Las Vegas Ice Center

11.............................................. Wilmette IL
Centennial Wilmette
Mid-Summer Classic
25-26.............................. Westminster CA
The Rinks – Westminster ICE
4th Annual Westminster ICE
ISI Open Competition

ISI Adult
Championships

DECEMBER
4-6............McKinney TX

thru June 6 .......................... Roseville CA
Skatetown Ice Arena
Skatetown Exhibitions
thru June .............................. Valencia CA
Ice Station Valencia
Weekly Exhibitions
15-16 .......................... Cottage Grove MN
Cottage Grove Ice Arena
Salute to Heroes
15-17 ................................Birmingham MI
Birmingham Ice Sports Arena
“B” Live from the Red Carpet
15-17........................................ Wilmette IL
Centennial – Wilmette
“Fabulous@40!”

JUNE
6 .......................................... San Diego CA
UTC Ice
UTC Ice Annual Ice Show
13 ........................................... Arlington TX
ICE at The Parks
Summer Time

28.............................................Flushing NY
World Ice Arena
6th Annual Show “Alice in Wonderland”

ISI Holiday Challenge

DECEMBER

Edge Ice Arena & West
Meadows Ice Arena

JANUARY 2016

ISI World Recreational
Team Championships

16-17 ................................... San Diego CA
Kroc Center Ice
2016 Kroc Center Ice ISI Open
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MAY

20-21 ............................. Boxborough MA
Nashoba Valley Olympia
Ice Magic 2015 - Hollywood

Dr Pepper StarCenter
27-Aug. 1.Bensenville &
Rolling Meadows...... IL

SHOWS & EXHIBITIONS

19............................................ Arlington TX
ICE at The Parks
Holiday at The Parks
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And
Another
Thing...
Peter Martell
ISI Executive Director

THE LAWS OF
PHYSICS DON’T
CHANGE

U

nfortunately, I am old enough
to remember the first “energy
crisis” to hit the ice arena industry between 1973 and 1978. Rates for
electricity, gasoline and other forms of
energy increased by 50 to 100 percent and
many rink operators suffered terribly
because of it.
Although the ISI(A) was still in its
infancy, the association took a very proactive approach to the situation, writing
numerous articles and offering many
energy conservation seminars.

No one was more instrumental in promoting energy efficiency and searching
for new solutions than Cal MacCracken
of Englewood, NJ. In the 1960s, he began
experimenting with refrigeration systems
for ice rinks and, in 1970, he developed
the first low-flow Icemat piping system.
At the onset of the energy crisis in 1973,
MacCracken presented a seminar at the
ISIA Conference & Trade Show entitled
“The Effect of Ceiling Emissivity in Ice
Rinks.” Up until that time, most of us in
the arena business had never even heard of
“emissivity,” could hardly pronounce it and
certainly didn’t understand it. MacCracken
explained simply that “emissivity is the
relative power of a surface to emit heat by
radiation.” He spent years educating the
rink industry on the potential savings in
energy costs to be realized from the installation of low-emissivity, aluminum ceilings.
I recall a flurry of immediate interest in
MacCracken’s findings, with several industry pioneers installing aluminum ceilings
over their rinks and reporting power bill
savings of 20 to 25 percent, plus improved
lighting and ice conditions.

In the late ‘70s and ‘80s, hardly a rink
was built without a low-e, reflective ceiling. However, over time, rink owners and
managers turned over and memories of the
energy crisis faded. During the last arena
building boom between 1992 and 1999,
more than 200 rinks were built across
America — surprisingly many without
low-e ceilings.
Today, as our economy improves, new
rinks start to be built again and we begin
renovating the hundreds of rinks that
were built during the 1960s - ‘80s, let us
not forget that the laws of physics do not
change. Heat melts ice and it takes energy
— and lots of it — to keep ice from turning
into water. As much as we should celebrate
and embrace recent technological advancements in refrigeration, dehumidification,
lighting and other energy-conserving
equipment, we must remember that as
much as 30 percent of the heat absorbed
by the ice surface is radiated from the ceiling. So no matter what new equipment or
lighting you install, if you don’t reduce this
amount of radiant heat, you are just adding
20 to 35 percent to your power bill. Quite
frankly, that just doesn’t make sense!

Take the Hassle
Out of Managing Your
ISI Competitions!
Competition season is here, along with its countless hours of
preparation and mountains of paperwork. Help is available with
a software package designed specifically for ISI competitions.

Here’s what The Edge Competition Management Software can do for you:
• Organize entry forms; list
skater events, name and
age; provide complete list
of individual, partner, group
and team events.
• Include up to 14 userdefined created individual/
partner events and 4
created team events.
• Full-featured editing for
arranging skating order,
event order, age and
gender grouping.

• Update all start times
and event numbers
automatically when
schedule changes.
• Offer 14 user-definable
sections for specialty
items such as on-ice
awards, special exhibition
performances, etc.
• Assign judges based
on their certification level.

• Automatically organize and
print event judging forms
based on The ISI Handbook.
• Provide complete
accounting system for
judge scores, event
placement and team
standings.
• Create a competition
program book with names
of skaters, teams, judges,
schedule, text, ads, etc.

Send questions to TheEdgeCMS@skateisi.org.To order: (972) 735-8800 or orders@skateisi.org
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Tablet
Judging Now
Available
NEW

EDGE Competition Software 9.2 features
our new tablet judging system, meeting
expectations for the technology and
professionalism used at other major sporting
events. Tablet judging helps eliminate
human data entry errors, speeds up results
posting and offers automatic scratch/
addition updates, among other benefits.
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ISI World
Recreational
Team Championships

ISI Adult
Championships
Oct. 23-25
Las Vegas Ice Center
Las Vegas
Entry/test deadline: Sept. 1
(Sept. 10 for Collegiate)

skateisi.org/adultchamps

July 27-Aug. 1
Edge Ice Arena &
West Meadows Ice Arena
Bensenville & Rolling
Meadows, IL
Entry/test deadline: May 1

skateisi.org/worlds

ISI Holiday Challenge
Dec. 4-6
Dr Pepper StarCenter
McKinney, Texas
Entry/test deadline: Oct. 10

skateisi.org/holidaychallenge

ISI Winter Classic

ISI Synchronized
Championships

Feb. 12-14
RDV Sportsplex Ice Den
Orlando, FL
Entry/test deadline: Dec. 1

April 8-10
St. Peters Rec-Plex
St. Peters, MO
Entry deadline: Feb. 1

skateisi.org/winterclassic

skateisi.org/synchro

From the locker room to the arena,
Mondo can stand up to the abuse.

TOUGH

SPORT

IMPACT

|

RAMFLEX

WWW.MONDOINDOORSPORTUSA.COM
800

361

3747

mondo@mondousa.com

